Appendix

Situations which can be used to assess the participant for the level of fear

1. Able to look at pictures of dogs
2. Able to look at moving images of dogs (videos)
3. Able to manipulate pictures of dogs including being able to complete jigsaw puzzles of dogs
4. Able to look at toy dog
5. Able to look at animatronic toy dog moving
6. Able to see and hear animatronic dog barking and moving
7. Observes dog through glass in another room
8. Observes dog in same room
9. Touches dog with grooming brush
10. Walks with dog on leash with a handler holding a second leash
11. Able to encounter dog on leash when not expected
12. Able to encounter dog not on leash
13. Able to remain with dog if dog barks
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